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1. Company Information 
 
Registered Name   : Kolskoot Skietspan (Pty) Ltd 
Trading Name     : Kolskoot 
Registration Number   : 2014/120990/07 
B-BBEE Level    : Level 2 
Registered Physical Address  : 517 Windsor Way, Northriding, Gauteng, 2162 
Registered Postal Address  : PO Box 554, Ferndale, Gauteng, 2160 
Telephone Number   : +27 11 462 3890 
Director/s    : Roelof (Roelf) Johannes Barnard 
          Cell: +27 82 782 1753 
          E-mail: roelf@business-success.co.za 
      : Abelines Jacobus Schoeman 
          Cell: +27 82 555 5551 
          E-mail: abelines@mweb.co.za 
 
 

2. Company History 
 
In 2001, a team known as 
Kolskoot Oesspan had its 
inception by a lot of friends 
who shared the same 
passion of nature, hunting, 
shooting and guns. Under 
the guidance of Abelines 
Schoeman they had grown 
to one of the main teams in 
South Africa. All team 
members are professional 
business men in a variety of 
professions such as 
farmers, engineers, accountants, weapon merchants, weapon trainers, professional 
sportsmen and many more. 
Through the past 16 years, we have built a reputation of handling every opportunity in a 
professional way and show respect for nature and the wildlife that we harvest. We have 
also built up a customer base where we have assisted with culling, that can bear witness 
of excellent quality and professionalism.  
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The fact that we all share the same passion results with us being one of the best names in 
the field. 
 
In May of 2016, we came to a decision to formalize and register the team.  Impulsive 
Farming Investments (Pty) Ltd was registered in preparation for future business.  The 
company has two directors, Mr Roelof Johannes Barnard and Mr Abelines Jacobus 
Schoeman.  The company name was later changed to Kolskoot Skietspan (Pty) Ltd to 
better describe the business. 
 
In 2017 the directors decided to expand the company’s capacity and negotiated with 
Zizwe Open Cast Mining (Pty) Ltd where they bought 100% shareholding from Kolskoot 
Skietspan (Pty) Ltd.  Although Zizwe has 100% shareholding, Kolskoot retained operating 
directors.  This enabled Kolskoot the capacity to enter into agreements with larger clients 
as evident from Zizwe Mining’s profile.  This further enables Kolskoot to continue to assist 
in the thinning and conservation of wildlife on a much larger scale. 

 
 
3. People Involved 

 
Although the company only has two directors, there are multiple individuals involved who 
add to the success of the business. All our members are highly trained shooters with 
exceptional skill and have a variety of weapons fit for any kind of game and wildlife.  
Some of the members in the group are also registered weapon trainers, professional 
hunters and meat inspectors so that we are able to offer an immediate solution in any 
situation. 
Our team is purposefully larger than normal in order for us to be able to handle even the 
largest culling operation.  Our team is also spread out across South Africa giving us the 
capability to work in any region ensuring continues flow and short notice availability.    
 
Our team members and their roles are as follows; 

 Abelines Schoeman  Director and Agri-Chemical Engineer 
 Roelf Barnard   Director and Professional Accountant 
 Christiaan Joubert  Technical Director – Zizwe Open Cast Mining (Pty) Ltd 
 Stephanus Schoeman  Operations Director, Meat examiner 4 months into his 

course 
 JP (Paul) Grey   Meat examiner 
 AJ (Bines) Schoeman Snr 
 Hennie Aggenbach 
 Jan Coetzee 



 AJ Herholdt Jnr 
 Smith De Vries 
 Daan Louw 
 Andre Brink 
 Rennie Brink 
 Jeandre Brink 
 JA Loubser 

 
 
4. Equipment 

 
 Our vehicles are field ready and fully equipped and meat export standards.   
 Our mobile processing racks enables us to speed up the cleaning of the carcasses 

and have them stored and cooled as soon as possible, thus ensuring better hygiene 
standards. 
This also assists us in being able to manage any size of culling operation more 
efficiently and in minimal time. 

 If necessary, we have access to Helicopters.  
 We have highly experienced slaughtering teams. Most members of these teams 

have abattoir and Hazmat experience and understand the hygiene experience 
 We also have our own cool 

truck and cold storage units to 
our disposal to facilitate the 
operations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Our Successes 
 
We are one of the only teams that operate in the Western Cape and now work alongside 
other hunting organisations in assisting them with thinning out their problem animals. 
We were awarded the contract to assist the Cape Nature Conservation with clearing out 
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the population of invasive rabbits and deer on Robbin Island. We have various regular 
clients in Limpopo, Namibia and Western Cape  

 
 
6. Our Vision 

 
Our vision is to become the most preferred, successful and respected culling team in and 
around South Africa. 

 
 
7. Our Mission 

 
 To deliver a professional, efficient service in the thinning of wildlife in a proposed 

area with safety as our top priority and minimal to no damage to the environment. 
 Control population of wildlife to ensure no overpopulating takes place. 
 Educate the public on the importance of culling to ensure the survival of wildlife. 
 Reiterate the importance of handling firearms and the impact they have in society. 

 
 

8. Our Values 
 

 Ensure every Culling Operation is done professionally, with utmost respect for the 
environment and animals. 

 Clear communication with all parties involved. 
 Accountability to stakeholders  

 
9. Our clients and stakeholders 

 
We have various regular clients which have large farming concerns. We were sub 
contracted previously to do SANPARKS work through Tirhani Auctioneers. The 
involvement of ZIZWE mining now gives us the capacity to deal with larger clients. Some 
of ZIZWE’s major clients are: 
 
ZIZWE HAS NOW BECOME OUR 100% SHAREHOLDER 
 



 
 

 

  


